ACCORDANCE

Record (Deeds) Year of Survey No. No. \[\text{...}\]

County [\text{...}] Date [\text{...}]

State (C.T.) State (O.T.)

Description: Corner described below will be marked 13 40 feet above grade on summit of steep bluff. No witnesses.

Description of marks or other evidence: Found 13 40 feet above grade stone on summit of steep bluff, no witnesses.

The position of this corner point corresponds with original physical facts.

The stone is located at summit of a steep bluff. Corner location relative to nearby landmarks, also how to reach corner.

Bluff, 2 chains east is start of descent over steep bluff. 6 chains north is bottom of steep bluff as in records.

Original

Survey Division Associate Date [\text{...}]

[\text{...}]

Concluded